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Abstract: DoS attacks are a major network security issue. The internet and computer networks are essential to our daily lives and 

businesses. With our reliance on computers and communication networks, harmful actions have increased. Network hazards plague 

modern communication. To keep networks running smoothly and users' data safe, network traffic flow must be monitored for malicious 

activity and assaults. Denial-of-service (DoS) attacks aim to disrupt a network server, website, or web service. Computer networks and 

services are vulnerable to DoS and DDoS attacks. Flooding may be the simplest DDoS assault. DDoS attacks transmit massive amounts 

of useless data to a network or server. The study seeks to strengthen network infrastructures against various threats, maintain service 

continuity, and secure the network. Denial-of-service (DoS) attacks prevent legitimate users from accessing and using information 

systems and resources. Figure B shows DoS/DDoS attacks using ICMP, UDP, and the more prevalent TCP flood assaults. These strikes 

must be detected and stopped immediately. Businesses and schools went online during COVID-19. Because so much data is created and 

stored, traditional Machine Learning-based DoS/DDoS attack detection approaches are ineffective. This study uses SVM, MLP, and 

LSTM algorithms for Deep Learning. The proposed Deep Learning model learns and builds binary and multiclass classification models 

that can distinguish network attack activity from normal traffic. We look for outliers and attack signals in traffic patterns and data. Our 

deep learning model is studied with accuracy and precision. In detection, the system checks for attack or regular network data. MLP 

Algorithm helps this model discover items 97% of the time. LSVM ML classification compares the suggested system's performance. 

This paper examines traffic behavior. This study also used traffic filtering to eliminate suspicious or attack-signature traffic. Next, we 

limited traffic from specified sources and locations using rate-limiting. Python SCAPY and wireshark Sniffer in Linux OS capture 

network packet data for analysis and repair. Compared wireshark with scapy packet capturing analysis and mitigation. This study 

examines network DoS/DDoS assaults and their prevention. These approaches detect and mitigate flood-based DoS assaults to keep 

systems functioning and networks safe. To keep up with DoS assaults and the threat landscape, you must continually studying and 

developing new tactics. 
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1. Introduction 

Denial of Service (DoS) and Distributed Denial of Service 

(DDoS) attacks are among the most significant threats to 

the availability and integrity of computer networks 

and services[35][3][38].The goal of these attacks is to 

flood target systems with bad data, making them 

inaccessible to real users. Understanding what Do’s/DDoS 

attacks are and how they work is important for coming up 

with effective ways to find them and stop them [39]. Do’s 

attacks use weaknesses in the system or network 

infrastructure of the target to use up all of its resources, 

like bandwidth, speed, processing power, or memory [40]. 

DoS/DDoS attacks can have big effects, like losing money, 

hurting your image, and stopping important services. These 

attacks can hurt a wide range of businesses, such as e-

commerce sites, banks, government agencies, and internet 

service providers. Because of this, there is a pressing need 

for more advanced ways to find and stop Do’s/DDoS 

attacks [1-41].The Global Connection has cut down on 

journey times, but it has also made our systems more open 

to attacks. We must protect our data [41]. Concerns about 

network security can be put into the three groups.  These 

include illegal denial of service, lack of authenticity, and 

loss of confidentiality. Figure A) below shows it.  DoS 

attacks come in many different forms; so many different 

names for "embezzlement" have been made. One all-

encompassing name, "DDoS," suggests that the attack is 

coming from many different places that have nothing to do 

with each other. DoS attacks are the same thing as DDoS 

attacks. Floods of ICMP (Ping), TCP-SYNCH, and UDP 

are used in DDoS attacks [1-42], [27]. 
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Fig A) Network security Goals/ policies 

 

Fig B) Common DoS attacks on Availability 

A. ICMP Flood Assault: 

ICMP flood is a type of DDoS attack that the attacker 

sends too many ICMP echo requests or ping requests to a 

target network server or website. 

B. TCP-SYN Flood Assault: 

This attack could affect every device attached to the 

system that can connect to the internet. When a victim host 

replies with a SYN-ACK, the attacker keeps sending a 

series of SYN requests while ignoring the answer from the 

victim host and sending a series of SYN requests from a 

fake IP address. Every request from a reliable client leads 

to a "deny of service" message. This method keeps a host 

in state for fake half connections, leaving no resources for 

new real connections. It is shown in Figure 1) & Figure 2) 

below. 

 

Fig. 1. Picture before SYN Flood attack happens  Fig. 2.  

Picture after SYN Flood attack happens 

C. UDP Flood Assault 

UDP floods are a type of volumetric denial-of-service 

(DDoS) attack that the attacker sends IP packets, including 

User Datagram Protocol packets, to any specific or random 

port on the target. It means that any request from a legit 

user on the network will be dropped or take long time to 

get authorized. Hence creating a denial of service on the 

network. It's shown in the figure (3) below. 

 

Fig. 3.  UDP Flood attack happens Process 

D. HTTP Flood attack 

This exploit uses HTTP calls. The attacker sends the target 

user with an HTTP request, which the target user then 

runs. 

Python Scapy introduction: 

Python Scapy is a powerful tool and library for 

manipulating packets that is built on Python. It lets you 

make, send, receive(capture), and analyse the network 

packets traffic at different levels of the network stack. 

With Scapy, you can record and look at network data as it 

happens. It lets you set up packet filters based on things 

like source/destination IP, port, protocol, etc. Because of 

this, it can be used to watch networks, fix bugs, and look at 

security. Also, Wireshark is a well-known network 

protocol analyser that lets you record, inspect, and analyse 

network data.  

2.  Literature Review 

Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks are a big 

threat to network security, and machine learning is being 

used more and more to find and stop them. Several studies 

have come up with different ways to use machine learning 

to spot DDoS attacks. Perez-Diaz et al. [1] came up with a 

flexible SDN-based design that uses machine learning to 

find and stop low-rate DDoS attacks.  Phan and Park came 

up with a new way to fight against DDoS attacks in an 

SDN-based cloud environment by combining the hybrid 

machine learning model and the eHIPF scheme [2]. Dong 

and Sarem found the DDoS attack by using an updated 

version of the K-Nearest Neighbours (KNN) method based 

on Machine Learning (ML) [3]. Sambangi and Gondi used 

machine learning to find DDoS attacks with the help of 

multiple linear regressions [4].Basant Agarwal et al. [5] 

found that a combination of entropy and SVM could be 

used to find network abnormalities. AHAMED 

ALJUHANI used ML and DL in this work to put different 

types of DDoS attacks into groups. [6]. In terms of 

Precision, Recall, F1-score, and Accuracy (98.34%), 

YUANYUAN WEI et al.'s [7] model does better than 
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others. Marwane Zekri and his team [8] made a DDoS 

detection system based on a decision tree and C4.5. C4.5 

was more accurate than other machine learning methods. 

ML and NN algorithms were used by Shreeekhand 

Wankhede et al. [9]. MLP & RF recognise datasets as 

benign or dos attacks. In their deep learning-based DDoS 

detection method, Xiaoyong et al. [10] found that 

DeepDefense's error rate went down by 39.69%. 

Mohammad Tayyab and his colleagues [11] made an IDS 

that uses machine learning to spot DoS and DDoS attacks. 

Ensemble learning and design that worked together also 

did their jobs. Mehdi et al. [12] used a GA and an ANN to 

spot a DDoS attack reliably and without doubt. Baojun et 

al. [13] made an Online DDoS tracking system that uses 

machine learning to find attacks in progress. It is based on 

spark streaming. We looked at Naive Bayes, Logistic 

Regression, and Decision Tree. Ahmad Riza'ainYuso and 

his colleagues [14] made a method for choosing features to 

improve intrusion detection systems.Obaid et al. [15] 

showed how J48, RF, SVM, and KNN can be used in an 

SDN network to find and stop DDoS attacks. Training and 

testing went well for J48. Pourya et al. [16] used a 

statistical method to find and describe DDoS attacks, and 

they found that C2DF is faster and more accurate than 

previous models.  OMer ASLAN tried out many classifiers 

to tell the difference between DDoS activity and normal 

traffic and found that the method he suggested was the best 

[17]. Suman Nandi et al. (18) found that their combination 

method was better at spotting DDoS attacks than other 

methods. The visualisations in this study look at 

multidimensional data patterns, while Chunyuan WU et al. 

[19] looked at DDoS attacks. It helps track down DDoS 

attacks.Dos/DDoS attacks can be found by Francisco Sales 

de Lima Filho et al.'s [20] online smart detection system. A 

random forest tree method sorts network data into different 

groups and makes DR, FAR, and PREC better. Mateusz 

Kozlowski et al. [21] used UDP DDoS attacks to attack 

machine learning models with very high accuracy in 

traditional tests. Yuan Tao et al. Flooding DDoS attacks in 

local area networks were found using a method that doesn't 

need storage for packet processing or computer power in 

the router[22]. In this study by Subhashini Peneti et al. 

[23], he uses feature selection to make an intrusion-based 

system that works well. Getting rid of features makes IDS 

faster and uses less memory. Yalda Khosroshahi et al. [24] 

Use the trial dataset to test the classifier. With 0.98 

precision, the model can find problems with Android 

devices. Bao Cui-Mei et al. came up with the idea of a 

hierarchical SVM-based attack detection system. [25] 

Using the suggested method, new attacks that haven't been 

seen before can be found at the first level. TaeshikShon et 

al. [26] say that our Enhanced SVM method was made to 

find and classify new attacks in network traffic.  

G.SankaraRao et al. [27] came up with a plan for a method 

to find DoS/DDoS attacks in networks. DoS (Denial of 

Service) and DDoS (Distributed Denial of Service) attacks 

are very dangerous to network security because they stop 

services from working and cost money [32]. With the rise 

of new technologies like the Internet of Things (IoT) and 

Software-Defined Networking (SDN), DDoS attacks have 

more ways to get in. This means that we need better ways 

to find them and stop them [29]. There have been many 

ideas in the writings about how to deal with the problems 

that DoS and DDoS attacks cause. Software-Defined 

Networking (SDN) is an approach that could help find and 

stop DoS attacks [28]. SDN provides a scalable and 

flexible design that can be optimised for the IoT ecosystem 

[28]. By using SDN, it is possible to find and stop DoS 

threats as soon as they happen [29]. Galeano-Brajones et 

al. [28] came up with an experimental way to find DoS and 

DDoS attacks and stop them in IoT-based stateful SDN. 

Their plan showed that SDN is a good way to find and stop 

these kinds of threats. A lot of people have also used 

machine learning to find DoS and DDoS attacks. The 

quality of the samples used to train these methods is 

important [30]. [30] did a thorough study of the literature 

and found problems with the data sets that can be used to 

find DDoS attacks on Vehicular Ad hoc NETwork 

(VANET) systems. They talked about how accurate 

spotting of DDoS attacks in VANETs needs datasets that 

are representative and real-world. Aside from machine 

learning, other methods of data mining have also been used 

to find DDoS attacks.Abubakar et al. [31] used data mining 

techniques, like decision trees and K-nearest neighbour 

algorithms, to make it easier and more accurate to identify 

DDoS attacks. Their research showed that data mining 

methods can be used to find DDoS attacks. Block chain 

technology has also been looked at as a way to find DDoS 

attacks and stop them. Chaganti et al. [29] talked about 

how blockchain can help stop DDoS attacks. They talked 

about the benefits of parties working together to find and 

stop DDoS attacks using blockchain technology. There 

have also been ideas for detecting and stopping DDoS 

attacks that are based on deep learning. Bousalem et al. 

[34] showed a way to find and stop DDoS attacks in 5G 

and other mobile networks by using deep learning. Their 

method was based on machine learning modules and 

showed how deep learning can be used to find and stop 

DDoS attacks.DoS and DDoS attacks have also been found 

using other methods, such as intrusion detection systems 

(IDSs) and anomaly detection. Using a backpropagation 

neural network, Khandelwal et al. [33] came up with a way 

to find DoS attacks. They talked about different queuing 

methods and how well they protect against DoS attacks.  

Neural networks are suggested for classifying DDoS attack

s.Selecting and preparing a representative DDoS assault da

taset and creating a sequential neural network model for m

ulticlass classification are their main goals.Artificial intelli

gence is crucial to DDoS detection and classification, accor
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ding to the report.[35].Rasheed et al. offer a machine learni

ng classification technique for denial of service attack dete

ction.The authors create a machine learningbased network 

traffic classification and DoS attack detection system.They

 compare machine learning classifier results to assess syste

m performance.The research examines machine learning's 

DoS detection capabilities.[36].M. Alkasassbeh and collea

gues found that data mining techniques might be used to de

tect distributed denial of service attacks [37].Another work

 by Bonguet & Bellaiche (2017) analyzes cloud computing 

DoS and DDoS attacks and defenses.The authors investigat

e cloud computing attacks like XML-DoS and HTTP-DoS. 

They  also  study  attack  detection 

 and mitigation methods.DoS and DDoS attacks in cloud s

ystems are changing, and this survey paper discusses defen

se options[38].DoriguzziCorin et al. (2020) present a viabl

e deep learning solution, Bonguet & Bellaiche (2017) exa

mine cloud computing assaults and defenses, and Hefeeda 

& Habib (2011) detect DoS attacks in QoSenabled network

s.These publications can help researchers and practitioners 

understand DoS and DDoS detection and mitigation metho

ds.[39].Hefeeda & Habib (2011) also explore QoSenabled 

network DoS attack and service violation detection.The aut

hors examine various DoS attacks and literature-

based defenses. They emphasize  the  relevance 

 of QoS in detecting and mitigating DoS attacks and descri

be detection methods and algorithms.[40].B. Hari Krishna 

et al. detected intrusions using Soft Voting Classifier for N

etwork Security Enhancement [41]. In short, the study of 

the literature shows that different methods have been 

suggested for finding and stopping DoS and DDoS attacks 

in networks and security. These methods include SDN, 

machine learning, data mining, bitcoin, deep learning, and 

intrusion detection systems. Each method has its own pros 

and cons, and more study is needed to find ways to find 

and stop DoS and DDoS attacks that are more reliable and 

effective.  Each way to find and stop an attack has its own 

strengths and weaknesses. Some of the gaps in study are: 

1.Improved detection methods: Current methods may not 

be able to find DoS/DDoS threats correctly. Explore the 

latest developments in machine learning, data mining, and 

artificial intelligence to make detection algorithms that can 

find new and rising attacks. 2. Strategies for stopping 

unknown attacks: Traditional methods rely heavily on 

signature-based detection, which makes them open to zero-

day attacks or attacks that don't follow any known patterns. 

To lessen the effects of DoS/DDoS attacks, it's important 

to come up with proactive and flexible defences that can 

react to unknown attacks in real time [1-42]. 

3. Dataset Description  

The NSL-KDD Dataset is used in this proposed method. 

Table 3.1) shows that the dataset has 42 features, 494021 

records, and is 50MB in size. The KDD Cup 1999 dataset 

is updated to  makethe NSL-KDD dataset. It has 

information about network activity, including DoS attacks 

and other types of attacks. It is often used to test systems 

that look for intrusions. Linear SVC and Multilayer 

perceptron algorithms MLP were used to train the 

suggested model. The information includes the length of 

each packet, the type of protocol used, the duration, 

service, and a label that says "Class" etc. 

 

Table 3.1.  NSL-KDD datasetits 42 features 

4. Methodology 

Below Figure 4.1 shows how I plan to do the work for this 

study. And the steps are as follows: The suggested system 

can tell if arrived traffic is DOS or harmless. Table 4.1) 

shows how well the detections were made. Proposed 

Framework-1 for Detection of DoS/DDoSAttackis shown 

in below figure 4.1). 

DoS / DDoS Attack Detection Framework 

4.1. Experiment#1: 

 

Fig. 4. Proposed Framework for DoS/DDoS attack 

Detection in network 
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Proposed Methodology Experiment #1   

Experiment #1 Steps: 

This novel detection framework for dos attack detection  

based on  Deep Learning Techniques includes four steps: 

Step 4.1:Dataset Collection 

To get the network data flow, we  use the NSL-KDD 

benchmark dataset, or real-time data from the Wireshark 

tool or the Hping3 tool. NSL-KDD is a suggested data 

collection that would fix some of the problems with the 

KDD'99 data set. Hping3 is a network tool that can send 

custom ICMP/UDP/TCP packets and show target answers, 

just like ping does with ICMP replies 

Step 4.2: Data Pre-Processing: 

In this step, the original data format is changed and the 

data values are normalised. For the DL model to work 

better, it needs to turn its category data into binary data. In 

this way of handling the data, the steps used are cleaning 

the Data, Normalising the Data, and Choosing the 

Features. In the step of pre-processing the data, the data 

must first be cleaned and normalised. After that, the data 

can be pre-processed. During pre-processing, records from 

the dump area or the real world that are noisy, unreliable, 

fragmented, missing values, numeric, or not numeric must 

be cleaned up. The data normalisation method is used to 

make a new data vector with numbers that fall within a 

certain range, such as scaling values between 0 and 1. 

Normalisation can be done in many ways, such as min-

max, z-score, and decimal scale. Figure 5 screens shows 

the Normalisation process that has been done. 

 

 

 

Fig. 5.  Code snippets for Normalization of dataset 

Next step is Extracting Features done by using Pearson 

correlation coefficient (take strongly correlated features 

thatit has more than 0.5 as shown in below code snippet 

Figure 6). 

 

Fig. 6.  Code snippet for Pearson correlation 

Next Pie Chart distribution of dataset with normal, 

abnormal values of last/target column [label column]in 

dataset is shown in below code snippet and in Figure7) 

 

 

Fig. 7. Pie Chart distribution of dataset with normal, 

abnormal network traffic 

Step 4.3: Training Data: 

Then, divide the collected data into train data and test data.  

LSVM, MLP, and LSTM Deep Learning methods can be 

used to train the model with the train data. 

Step 4.4:Testing: 

After the pre-processing and training steps (STEPS 4.2 and 

4.3), the test data should be used to check how well the 

MLP and LSTM models can classify. For example, if the 
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accuracy rate met the training requirement, the training 

would stop. If not, the model would restart the training step 

(STEP 4.3). 

Step 4.5:Evaluation of Accuracy: 

This step is used to judge how well the model did after it 

was trained. Metrics for review usually include the rate of 

accuracy, the rate of detection, and the rate of false alarms. 

Step 4.6:Prediction: 

Finally this Model classifies the netework traffic as a 

normal type or attack type traffic. 

Metrics used for classification performance evaluation: 

In this study, Below Performance evaluation Metrics [27], 

which are shown in Figure 8), are used to measure how 

well the suggested model works.     

 

Fig. 8. Performance Metrics for Model Evaluation 

Experiment#1 RESULTS: 

A) LSVM (Linear Support Vector Machine) Model: 

 

Fig. 9. Linear SVM for binary Classification Result 

 

 

B) MLP(Multi-Layer Perceptron) Model: 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 10. Multilayer Perceptron Training Result 

 

Fig. 11.  Multilayer Perceptron (Model Evaluation) Result 

 

Fig 12. Plot of accuracy vs. epoch on train and test data 

with MLP model 
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Fig. 13. Plot of loss vs. epoch on train and test data with 

MLP model 

C) LSTM(Long Short Term Memory) Model: 

 

Fig. 14.  LSTM Code Snippet 

 

 

Fig. 15. LSTM output screens 

 

Table 4.1) Detection Accuracy Results Comparison with 

different Algorithms 

 

Fig. 16.  Accuracy Graph for LSVM, LSTM, MLP 

Algorithms 

5. Experiment#1  Results Discussion: 

ML and DL classification methods are used to compare the 

performance of the proposed system. The results of how 

well Machine Learning LSVM and Deep Learning MLP, 

LSTM models can predict a DOS/DDOS attack are shown 

in Table 4.1). Figure 9) shows the efficiency of the Linear 

SVM model for classification. Figures 10), 11), 12), 13), 

14), and 15) shows the evaluation results for the Deep 

Learning Models such as Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) 

model and the LSTM (Long Short-Term Memory) Model. 

Figure 16) is a graph that shows how accurate the LSVM, 

MLP, and LSTM models are. In the next section we will 

discuss dos/ddos attack mitigation techniques. 

DoS/DDoS Attack Mitigation Approaches 

In this section, we elaborated the approaches employed for 

mitigating DoS/DDoS attacks. Traffic filtering 

mechanisms were implemented in order to prohibit or 

restrict the flow of traffic originating from sources that are 

deemed questionable. Additionally, a rate-limiting strategy 

was employed to impose restrictions on the influx of 

packet traffic from particular sources or towards specific 

destinations in network. 

The network has been safeguarded to some extent against 

DoS/DDoS assaults through the implementation of the 

following methods:  
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1)The configuration of firewall rules to restrict access from 

IP addresses which exhibiting suspicious behaviour in 

network.  

2)The second approach involves implementing a Rate 

Limiter mechanism to restrict the quantity of IP Requests 

that can be transmitted within a specific time frame to 

destination. 

One possible solution for TCP/UP/ICMP Flood is blocking 

IPs that sends too many packet requests to Target server. 

The plan for the framework is shown in Figure 17). And 

the steps are as follows: The suggested system reduces the 

impact of DoS and DDoS attacks on networks. 

EXPERIMENT #1:Mitigation Methodology : 

 

Framework for DoS/DDoS Attack Mitigation using 

Firewall Rules-set configuration Approach: 

We created a defense script in Python that use Scapy 

functionalities on Linux Server, this script count the 

number of ICMP packets for each IP that sent packets to 

Server for a specified time, after getting count it is 

compared with our threshold/limit value for each IP and if 

number of packets are greater than limit, defense script 

will ban IP (introduces a DROP rule in iptables). The 

Proposed Framework is depicted in below Figure 17).For 

this attack we will use these three steps to implement the 

methodology 

The Wireshark utility is a monitoring tool that allows for 

the observation of packets flow 

being transmitted and received between an Attacker PC 

and a Target Server PC. 

The Scapy tool is utilized on the client side, specifically by 

the attacker, to generate ICMP packets containing the IP 

address of the victim. These packets are subsequently 

flooded  to the target server.The proposed solution entails 

the development of a defensive mechanism script in the  

Python programming language, by utilizing the Scapy 

Tool. This script will be implemented on a server side and 

its purpose will be to identify and subsequently block or 

ban suspicious IP address if it detects an excessive number 

of requests originating from said IP address. 

Fig. 17. Proposed Novel Framework for mitigating 

DoS/DDoS Attack impact 

EXPERIMENT#1 STEPS for Attack Mitigation: 

The proposed framework-1 for mitigation of flooding 

based dos/ddos attack impact steps are as follows. First run 

Linux Terminal on Attacker PC and open Python Scapy 

tool as Super user. 

$ sudo scapy 

Attacker(client)Side Steps: 

Step 1: Attacker sets the Target IP, Target PORT, and 

amount of time to hit the Target server on the network. 

Step 2: The next step is for the attacker to make a huge 

number of IP/ICMP packets with a unique message and hit 

the target server using a Python SCAPY script. 

Step 3: Using the below code, an attacker sends a flood of 

large packets to hit the target server using the SCAPY IP () 

method. 

from scapy.all import * 

for i in range(1000): 

{ 

packet = IP (src=“source_ip", dst=“192.168.100.1”) / 

"Hello“ 

send(packet) 

} 

It means that the attack is started by the attacker(client). 

Figure 18) shows the script / code snippet that the attacker 

used to launch the DOS/DDOS attack. 
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Fig. 18.  Attacker’s Python Script attack.py to iniate DoS 

attack 

In Next step, on Attacker's computer, open another Linux 

Terminal and open the wireshark tool as Super user wth 

cmd 

$ sudo wireshark 

This tool was used to keep an eye on the packets flow 

analysis moving from the attacker's computer to the target's 

computer via the selected network interface. It's shown in 

the figure below 19) 

 

 

Fig. 19. packets flow between attacker and Target PC, its 

observation by using wireshark Tool. 

Server Sider Steps : i.e ( Target Server (Victim 

Server)): 

Open Another Linux Terminal, run cmd 

$ sudo  python  Dekstop/defense.py 

Defense Script at Server Side  steps are described below: 

Step 1:Using the python SNIFF () function, the target 

server is sniffing and capturing any attacker's(client’s) 

TCP/UDP/ICMP messages so they can be analyzed. The 

below code shows how to do this. 

from scapy.all import * 

sniff(iface="wlp18s0", prn=packet_handler, 

timeout=10, filter="icmp or udp or tcp”) 

Step 2: while listening ,packet_handler() function activated 

and look at the each packet, Here take a blank Python 

dictionary and keep track of how many times each unique 

IP address made an IP request from each attacker(source) 

to hit the Target computer. Then, store this count values 

for each IP into the dictionary ip_counts[ ]. 

Step 3: Now, Iterate through each attacker(source) IP 

address and the number of times it has been requested to 

hit the target. For each IP address, check to see if its 

requests count is exceeds than the supposed threshold or 

limit value of 10reqeusts allowed per minute. If it is 

crossed that means a DoS attack has been found. Store 

these attackers' IP addresses into a text file 

attackersIPsfile1.txt and later open this text file to see 

suspicious/attackers ip addresses, which are blocked to 

prevent further Damage. 

Step 4: Then Generate &trigger Dos Attack Email Alert 

Signal to Victim User. 

Step 5: Then, it uses firewall IP-Tables rules to block or 

ban those suspicious IPs if it thinks it is getting too many 

requests from that suspected IPs. This is done to reduce the 

effect of DoS on the network using “os.system("iptables -

A INPUT -s %s -j DROP" % ip)”command. Now check 

iptables rules at target  using #iptables –L cmd ,drop rules 

are added&visible in iptables table.  

Step 6: Potential mitigation of flooding-based DoS attack 

is done in this style using my approach. 

The Code snippet(Defense Script) used at the server is 

depicted in below figure 20) 
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Fig. 20. Server side (Defense script ) Code snippet 

defence.py 

We can open iptables on Server PC and we can see that it 

have DROP rule added for Victim IP packets , just check 

with command 

$ sudo iptables –L  

Now we sent ping request to Victim Server PC from 

command line on Victim PC for verification:  

$ ping 142.250.197.93 

If no responses from Target Server ,it means that the DoS 

Attack succeeds! 

There are some configurations to make here in the above 

Defense script: defense.py 

-dst_ip should be set to our target server's IP address in the 

packet_handler variable dst_ip.  

-iface stands for "currently using network interface" in the 

sniff function.  

- In the sniff ( ) method, alsothe variable timeout sets a 

limit on how long it takes to count how many packets each 

attacker IP sends to hit the target.  

- In the sniff function, the variable filter tells the script 

what kind of packets to count (in our case, TCP, UDP, or 

ICMP). 

-In this script we set a limit of 15IP/ICMP packets in 10 

seconds from the same IP.  

-Also configure the Gmail to Trigger Email alert signal to 

victim user. 

EXPERIMENT #1Results: 

 

Fig. 21.  Client (Attacker) Side Script to Launch the DoS 

Attack 

 

 

Fig. 22.  Target(victim) Server Side Defense Script to 

detect and Ban the Suspicious IPs 

 

Fig .23.  Generated  attack email alert signal to victim user 

Fig. 24.  Drop Rule added in firewall rules  , and #ping 

TargetIP   command showing rejection of request 
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Fig.25.  victim user unable to access internet  connection 

after blocking its IPAddress 

 

 

Fig 25.1) Network performance during DoSattack perform 

 

Fig. 26.  Attackers-IPAddreses listed in this text file 

Experiment#1Results Discussion: 

Client (Attacker) Side Script is used to Launch the DoS 

Attack is depicted in above Figure 21) 

packets flow between attacker and Target PC, its 

monitoring by using wireshark Tool is depicted in above 

Figure 19) ,Target(victim)Server Side Defense Script is 

used to detect and Ban the Suspicious IPs is depicted in 

above Figure 22),Then Generated  attack email alert signal 

to victim user is depicted in Figure 23),Drop Rule added in 

firewall rules and #ping Target command showing 

rejection of requests is shown in Figure 24),  once attack 

success victim user unable to access internet connection 

after blocking its IP, it is shown in Figure 25).Figure 25.1) 

shows the cpu utilization and memory consumption 

,network performance during attack. The spikes are visible 

during the attack but before attack these spikes were linear. 

Attackers-IP Addreses(Blocked IPaddresses)are listed in 

this text file and open it to see all the suspicious ip 

addresses it is shown in above figure 26).The effects of this 

Experiment#1 script is to stop flooding-based DOS/DDOS 

attacks are shown in the above figures 21–27 above.  So, 

the suggested method of setting up firewall rules with the 

assumed threshold can successfully reduce the impact of 

DoS/DDoS attacks on networks. This reduction helps 

protect networks from attacks to reduce the further damage 

and makes the networks safer and more secure. 

 

EXPERIMENT#2 : 

Proposed DoS/DDoS Attack Mitigation Framework-2 with 

firewall Rules Configuration  Approach [ Experiment done 

With Wireshark Tool ]: 

 

Fig. 27. Framework - 2 for Proposed Methodology [with 

Firewall rules configuration approach] to mitigate DoS 

attack 

EXPERIMENT #2 STEPS For Attack Mitigation: 

The  framework-2 for mitigation of flooding based 

dos/ddos attack steps are as follows. 

Step 4.1: Data Collection: 

In this step, "Taken Wifi Network of Home," I used the 

wireshark sniffer tool to capture the live streaming of 

packets flow on the specific network interfacein Linux 

operating system platform. Now, save that stream of 

packets into a "temp.pcap" file, as shown in figure 20). 

 

Step 4.2: Reading pcap file and processing packets 

In this step, use the python rdpcap () function to read the 

temp.pcap file and iteratively read the captured packets, 

packet by packet. 

Step 4.3: Counting How many many times each 

source_ip made a request to destination 

In this step, take the defaultdict (int) of Python dictionary 

and name it as "ip_counts” dictionary. This is a blank 

dictionary that saves the each unique source_ip addresses 

and the number of times eachipmade requests to hit target 

from the source address. 

Step 4.5: 

In this step, assumed that the threshold / limit value is = 5. 

Compare the number of IP requests counted for each IP 

address with the threshold / limit value, which is supposed 

to be 5. Does this number exceed the threshold?  If Yes, 

Drop Packets /Block or ban traffic fromthose suspicious IP 

addresses if their count exceeds the threshold value [i.e. 

using firewall rules setup with os.system ('iptables drop') 

rule] in a router. Blocking IPs that look suspicious. 
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Step 4.6:Potential mitigation of flood based dos/ddos 

attack can be achieved like this style. 

EXPERIMENT#2 RESULTS : 

This Experiment-2 is done to reduce the effects of a DoS 

attack. The results of putting it into action are shown in 

below Figures 21), 22), 23), 24), 25), 26), 27), 28), 29), 

30), and 31). 

 

 

Fig. 28. Before Login, The user interface of My Home 

Wifi Network Router [192.168.100.1 

 

Fig. 29. After Login, the user interface of My Home Wifi 

Network Router [192.168.100.1] 

 

Fig. 30. Before capturing packets stream, The 

WiresharkGUI interface 

 

Fig. 31. The packets flow Results of Wireshark sniffer tool 

, after capturing network packets stream from interface 

 

 

Fig. 32.  code snippet for filtering/dropping the packets 

traffic from the specific ip addresses which exceeds 

assumed threshold value=5, filtering is done with 

os.system (‘iptables –A INPUT –s { } –j DROP’) 

command 

 

Fig. 33. The results of IP Layer Packet Structureand 

Sourceip addresses and its requests count Stored into 

python dictionary .ip_counts dictionary values[ each 

ip_address& its requests count] 

 

Fig. 34. the results of Firewall rules added by running 

above Script, see with #iptables –L command 

 

Fig. 35.  the results of network disconnection in router 

login page, if firewalls rules changed 
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Fig. 36. the results of   network disconnection google.com 

page,   if firewalls rules changed 

Experiment#2Results Discussion: 

The effects of this Experiment#2 script is to stop flooding-

based DOS/DDOS attacks are shown in the above figures 

28–37 above.  So, the suggested method of configuring 

firewall rules with the assumed threshold can successfully 

reduce the impact of DoS/DDoS attacks on networks. This 

reduction helps protect networks from attacks and makes 

the networks safer and more secure. 

EXPERIMENT #3 : 

DoS/DDoS Attack Mitigation Framework-3with Flask 

Rate Limiter Technique: 

A rate limiter performs the function of a traffic police by 

imposing predefined limitations on the number of times a 

request can be made from a single source. The proposed 

framework-3 for mitigating dos attack impact  is depicted 

in below Figure 38) and the are steps sexplained as follows 

 

Fig. 37. Framework – 3 for Proposed Methodology [with 

flask Rate limiter technique] 

EXPERIMENT #3Steps: 

Step 7.1:Open the rate limiter python application script 

developed using Python Flask in Linux OS as shown in 

above figure 40) 

Step 7.2: set the rate limits (ip packet requests) like 

@limiter. Limit (“5 requests per minute”) 

Step 7.3: Run the flask limiter Script using #python app.py 

Step 7.4: now it triggers/navigates to page @app.route 

(‘/login’) 

Step 7.5: now open the login.html page with the url= 

http://127.0.0.1/login 

Step 7.6: now login.html interface page will popup here 

enter the username =admin and password=password 

Step 7.7: login page is successful, now try to do more login 

attempts, which sends excessive traffic to hit the Target 

Server. It leads to page disconnection Due to rate limiter 

setting enabled. 

Step 8.8: in thus way potential mitigation/prevention of dos 

attack impact can be achieved using my approach. 

EXPERIMENT #3 Results: 

 

Fig. 39.  Rate Limiter Flask Program code snippet [app.py] 

/script 

 

Fig. 42. Login.html page user interface 

 

 

Fig. 40. login.html page code snippet 

http://127.0.0.1/login
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Fig. 41. Flask application ‘app.py’ is running screen 

 

Fig. 42. user interface After Login page success 

 

Fig. 43. Login page attempts exceeds more than 5 times 

 

Fig. 44. Result is,if too many IP Requests from 

attacker[more than 5(limit)requests],it is not allowed to 

this target server 

Experiment #3 Results Discussion:  

The effects of this Experiment#3 script is to stop flooding-

based DOS/DDOS attacks are shown in the above figures 

39–44 above.  So, the suggested method of setting up rate 

limiting approach can successfully reduce the impact of 

DoS/DDoS attacks on networks. This reduction helps 

protect networks from attacks and makes them safer and 

more secure. 

 

EXPERIMENT #4 

DoS/DDoS Attack Mitigation Framework-4 using 

Honeypot Approach: 

Honeypots are used for a number of reasons, the key one is 

being to acquire useful information on the strategies, 

procedures, and methods that the attackers employ, as well 

as to divert their attention away from the production 

system itself .Logging is performed in order to record 

every interaction that takes place within the honeypot. It is 

important to gather information such as IP addresses, 

commands, payloads, and timestamps and close the 

attacker connection. Its process is shown in below Code 

Snippet Figure 45). 

 

Fig. 45. Honeypot(Honeytrap) approach to closes the 

attacker connections to targetIP 

Experiment#4 Result Discussion: Here this Honeypot 

algorithm which logs all the data received from attackers 

and closes the attackers socket connections if any 

suspicious activity found. 

6. Conclusion 

DoS/DDOS type attacks have become more common in 

spread systems like the internet and social media networks. 

It is important to know what kinds of attacks cause DoS 

and DDoS attacks, which stop computers from working. 

Deep Learning models can be used to find DoS attacks 

detection. These DL models can be used to train and test 

the network data and find these kinds of attacks. MLP 

model gives a prediction accuracy of 97.80% when our 

recommended model is used. The suggested method 

identifies DoS and DDoSattacks well enough to protect 

computer networks better. To make this study even better, 

the effects of DoS attacks on networks should be lessened. 

And it is important to find ways to stop DoS and DDoS 

attacks, which stop computers from working. To protect 

against DoS/DDoS attacks, you can set up packet filtering 

technique and use rate-limiting methods or honeypot 

approach. DoS and DDoS attacks have less of an effect on 

computer networks when the suggested method is used. 
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The DoS/DDoS mitigation methods we've talked about 

will definitely help any network protect itself from a 

DoS/DDoS attack which can reduce the further damage of 

networks. The plan for the future of this study is to focus 

on big networks that use different security protocols and 

ways to stop these attacks. 
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